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Abstract
Let M ⊆ k[x, y] be a monomial ideal M = (m1,m2, ...,mr), where
the mi are a minimal generating set of M . We construct an explicit
free resolution of k over S = k[x, y]/M for all monomial ideals M ,
and provide recursive formulas for the Betti numbers. In particular, if
M is any monomial ideal (excepting five degenerate cases), the total
Betti numbers βSi (k) are given by β
S
0 (k) = 1, β
S
1 (k) = 2, and β
S
i (k) =
βi−1(k)+ (r− 1)β
S
i−2(k), where r is the number of minimal generators
of M .
This specializes to the classic example S = k[x, y]/(x2, xy), which
has βSi (k) = fi+1, where fi+1 is the (i+1)st Fibonacci number.
1 Background and Motivation
Let k be a field, R = k[x1, x2, ..., xn] a polynomial ring over k, Q be an ideal
of R, and S = R/Q its quotient ring. By the Auslander-Buchsbaum-Serre
theorem, we have that the free resolution of a module A over S is finite if
and only if S is a regular ring. When S fails to be regular, however, the
complexity of the infinite free resolution of A depends on the structure of S.
For example, if S is a Golod ring, monomial ring or a generic toric ring,
the Poincare´-Betti series is known to be rational. See [Avr10], [EH05], and
[Bac82] for results in this direction. Examples of modules with Poincare´-
Betti series which are not rational are also known, even in the setting of
toric rings (see [Ani82], [Bøg83], and [RS98].)
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In the setting of monomial rings S = R/M , where M is a monomial ideal,
the Poincare´-Betti series and (frequently non-minimal) resolutions of k over
S are both known. Charalambous produced an explicit free resolution of
a residue field k over monomial rings S = R/M , where M is an arbitrary
monomial ideal (Theorem 1, [Cha96].) These resolutions of k over ring S =
R/M are not necessarily minimal (even for R = k[x, y]), but do contain the
minimal resolutions produced in this paper as a direct summand. From work
of Backelin [Bac82] and Avramov [Avr10], in the case of monomial rings it
is known that the multigraded Poincare´-Betti series is a rational function
and depends exclusively on the field k and the lcm-lattice of the monomial
ideal M . The denominator of this rational function has been interpreted
combinatorially in [Ber06] and [BBH07].
In this paper, we focus primarily on the case where R = k[x, y] and
our ring S = R/M is the quotient of R by an monomial ideal M . We
partition monomial ideals in two variables into six types (one main case and
five degenerate cases,) and explicitly construct a minimal free resolution of
k in each type. The denominator of the Poincare´-Betti series is given as an
immediate corollary of the iterative construction of the syzygy modules.
In each of these cases, we use the recursively constructed free resolutions
to produce the total Betti sequence βSi (k) for the residue fields of S = R/M .
In particular, we completely classify which series can occur as the Poincare´-
Betti sequence of k over a monomial ring in two variables. Specifically, when
M is a monomial ideal with r ≥ 2 generators (not both pure powers) the
Betti sequence of the resolution of the residue class field is given by the
sequence β0 = 1, β1 = 2, and βn = βn−1 + (r − 1)βn−2 for n ≥ 2.
Our main case includes all monomial ideals M of the form
M = (xa1yb1, ..., xarybr),
where the xaiybi form a minimal generating set and r > 2, or r = 2 and not of
the form (xa, yb). The five degenerate cases on two or fewer generators, each
with distinct resolution types, are described in the Appendix in Section A.
Theorem 5.1 (Resolutions of k over Quotient Rings S). Let M be a mono-
mial ideal with minimal generating set {m1, m2, ..., mr}, where mi = x
aiybi
with a1 > a2 > · · · > ar ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ b1 < b2 < · · · < br with r > 2, or r = 2
and M not generated by pure powers of x and y. A free resolution F of k
over S is given by
F : S
∂1←−− F1
∂2←−− F2
∂3←−− F3
∂4←−− F4 ←− · · ·
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where F1 ∼= S
2, F2 ∼= S
r+1, and F3 ∼= S
3r−1.
For i ≥ 3, the (i + 1)st stage of the resolution for i ≥ 3 is constructed
recursively in the following way:
Let Fi = F
ui
1 ⊕ F
vi
2 ⊕ F
wi
3 and ∂i = ∂
ui
1 ⊕ ∂
vi
2 ⊕ ∂
wi
3 (with fixed ui, vi, wi
constructed via this method at a previous stage). Then the (i+1)st-stage of
the minimal resolution is given by
Fi ∼= F
ui
1 ⊕ F
vi
2 ⊕ F
wi
3
∂i+1
←−− F
(r−1)wi
1 ⊕ F
ui+rwi
2 ⊕ F
vi
3
∼= Fi+1
with ∂i+1 = ∂
vi
3 ⊕ ∂
wi+rui
2 ⊕ ∂
(r−1)ui
1 . Explicit formulas for the maps ∂1, ∂2,
and ∂3 are given in Propositions 2.2, 3.2, and 4.1
With an explicit minimal free resolution in hand, a description of the
Poincare´-Betti series is immediate.
Theorem 5.2 (Poincare´-Betti Series of k over S). LetM = (xa1yb1, · · · , xarybr),
with a1 > a2 > · · · > ar ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ b1 < b2 < · · · < br with r > 2, or r = 2
and M not generated by pure powers of x and y. The total Betti numbers
of the resolution of k over S = R/M are given by
βSi (k) =


1 if i = 0,
2 if i = 1,
βSi−1(k) + (r − 1)β
S
i−2(k) if i ≥ 2.
The Poincare´-Betti series then is
PS(z) =
1 + z
1− z + (1− r)z2
.
Note that this implies that the Poincare´-Betti sequences of these resolu-
tions depends only on the number of generators of M , rather than on the
degrees of or relations between the generators.
Example 1.1 (2-generated ideals). Consider the monomial ideals (xy2, y4)
and (x2y, xy2). The graded Betti diagram of the minimal resolutions of k
found over S1 = k[x, y]/(xy
2, y4) and S2 = k[x, y]/(x
2y, xy2) are:
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 · · ·
total: 1 2 3 5 8 13 21 · · ·
0: 1 2 1 . . . .
1: . . 1 2 1 . .
2: . . 1 3 4 3 1
3: . . . . 2 6 7
4: . . . . 1 4 9
5: . . . . . . 3
6: . . . . . . 1
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 · · ·
total: 1 2 3 5 8 13 21 · · ·
0: 1 2 1 . . . .
1: . . 2 5 4 1 .
2: . . . . 4 12 13
3: . . . . . . 8
Note that while their graded Betti diagrams differ, the total Betti num-
bers are the same, given by βS1i (k) = β
S2
i (k) = fi+1, where fi+1 is the (i+1)
st
Fibonacci number. The graded Betti numbers depend (in the main case) ex-
clusively on the number and degrees of the generators mi.
2 Staircase Diagram of Monomial Ideals in
Two Variables
Let M = (xa1yb1, ..., xarybr) be a monomial ideal (given by its minimal gen-
erating set,) ordered such that a1 > a2 > · · · > ar ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ b1 < b2 <
· · · < br. A monomial ideal M in two variables can always be put into this
form, which may be represented by a staircase diagram (see [MS05]).
x
y
M1 = (xy
2, y4)
x
y
M2 = (x
2y, xy2)
Figure 1: Staircase diagrams of M1 and M2 shown.
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See Figure 1 for the staircase diagrams of the monomial ideals in Ex-
ample 1.1. All monomials m corresponding to lattice points inside or on
the boundary of the grey area are in the ideal M , and all of the lattice
points outside of the shaded area or its boundary are monomials in the ring
S = k[x, y]/M .
Definition 2.1 (Colon Ideals Mx and My in S). Let Mx and My be the
ideals 0 : (x) and 0 : (y) of S,
Mx = {m : mx ∈ M,m 6∈M} = 0 : (x), and
My = {m : my ∈M,m 6∈M} = 0 : (y).
The elements of Mx and My for the monomial ideals in Example 1.1 are
shown in white in Figure 2.
x
y
M1 : (x) = (y
2)
x
y
M2 : (x) = (xy, y
2)
x
y
M1 : (y) = (xy, y
3)
x
y
M2 : (y) = (x
2, xy)
Figure 2: Elements of Mx and My.
We will use the ideals Mx andMy frequently when constructing our syzy-
gies of k over S = k[x, y]/M .
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Proposition 2.2 (First and Second Syzygy Modules of k over S). Let M =
(xa1yb1, ..., xarybr) be a monomial ideal given by its minimal set of generators,
ordered so that a1 > a2 > · · · > ar ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ b1 < b2 < · · · < br. Let
either r > 2 or r = 2 and M 6= (xn, ym). The first three stages of a (graded)
minimal resolution of k over S = k[x, y]/M are given by
F : k←− F0
∂1←−−− F1
∂2←−−− F2.
These syzygy modules and their respective bases are:
Syzygy Module Basis
F0 ∼= S {e1}
F1 = S(−1)
2 ∼= S2 {ex, ey}
F2 =
(⊕
1≤i≤r S(−ai − bi)
)
⊕ S(−2) ∼= Sr+1 {ef1, ef2 , ..., efr , efr+1}
The map F1
∂1−→ F2 is given by
∂1(ex) = x · e1
∂1(ey) = y · e1.
The map F2
∂2−→ F1 is given by:
Case 1: If all generators of M are divisible by x (i.e. ar ≥ 1), then the
second syzygy map ∂2 is given by
∂2(efi) =
{
xai−1ybi · ex if 1 ≤ i ≤ r,
−y · ex + x · ey if i = r + 1.
Case 2: If the final generator ofM is mr = y
br , then the second syzygy map
∂2 is given by
∂2(efi) =


xai−1ybi · ex if 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1,
ybr−1 · ey if i = r,
−y · ex + x · ey if i = r + 1.
Proof. Let M be a monomial ideal satisfying the conditions of the theorem.
Note that r > 2 or r = 2 and M 6= (xn, ym) for n,m ≥ 0 implies that x, y
are nonzero elements in S. Both x, y ∈ S will map to zero in the residue
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field k, so x and y must span our set of syzygies in F0 = S. We choose
e1 as a generator of F0, and ex, ey as generators for our first syzygy module
F1 ∼= S(−1)
2, and we define ∂1(ex) = x · e1 and ∂1(ey) = y · e1.
To construct the second syzygy module, we note that we are looking for a
generating set for all elements w · ex+ z · ey ∈ F1 such that wx+ zy = 0 ∈ S.
By construction of Mx = {m : mx ∈ M,m 6∈ M} = 0 : (x) and My =
{m : my ∈ M,m 6∈ M} = 0 : (y) in the previous section, we have that
{m · ex : m ∈Mx} and {m
′ · ey : m
′ ∈My} are nonzero elements of F1 in the
kernel of ∂1. We also have that −yx+ xy = 0, so −y · ex + x · ey is another
element of ker(∂1). We now show that all elements in
ker(∂1) = {w · ex + z · ey : wx+ zy = 0}
= {w · ex + z · ey : wx = −zy ∈ S}
may be written as a linear combination of syzygies of these three types:{
xai−1ybi · ex
}r
i=1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Type I
⋃{
xaiybi−1 · ey
}r
i=1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Type II
⋃
{−y · ex + x · ey}︸ ︷︷ ︸
Type III
Given a syzygy w · ex+ z · ey, it follows that wx = −zy ∈ S. This implies
that either
(i) wx = zy = 0 ∈ S or
(ii) wx = −zy = s ∈ S, where s 6= 0 ∈ S.
If condition (i) holds, we have wx, zy ∈ M , which implies that w ∈ Mx
and z ∈My. So w · ex + z · ey is a linear combinations of syzygies of the first
two types.
If condition (ii) holds, we can factor out a y from w and an x from z,
giving
s = wx = −zy
= w′xy = −z′xy.
So s is a monomial divisible by xy, and our original syzygy can be obtained
as a multiple of the syzygy −y · ex + x · ey,
−
s
xy
(−y · ex + x · ey) =
s
x
· ex −
s
y
· ey = w · ex + z · ey.
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So every syzygy of F1 can be written as a linear combination of syzygies
of the three types above. We now reduce this set of syzygies to a minimal
generating set.
Assume bi ≥ 1, so the syzygy x
aiybi−1 · ey exists. If bi = 0, there are no
syzygies to consider. If ai ≥ 1, we may write
xaiybi−1 · ey =
(
xai−1ybi − xai−1ybi
)
· ex + x
aiybi−1 · ey
= xai−1ybi · ex +
(
−xai−1ybi · ex + x
aiybi−1 · ey
)
= xai−1ybi · ex + x
ai−1ybi−1 (−y · ex + x · ey)
Note that this syzygy is a linear combination of syzygies of the first and third
type. In Case 1, ai ≥ 1 for all generators x
aiybi of M . We may then remove
all syzygies of Type II, m′ · ey, from our basis, rewriting them as a linear
combination of syzygies of the first and third type. This gives us a kernel
minimally spanned by{
xai−1ybi · ex
}r
i=1
⋃
{−y · ex + x · ey} .
In Case 2, we have ar = 0, and our kernel is spanned by{
xai−1ybi · ex
}r−1
i=1
⋃{
ybr−1 · ey
}⋃
{−y · ex + x · ey} .
This is also minimal, as the xai−1ybi are the minimal generating set of Mx,
and by construction, ybr−1 · ey cannot be written as a linear combination of
any of the other syzygies.
Our basis for F2 is then given by {ef1 , ef2, ..., efr , efr+1}, with ∂2(efi) given
as in the statement of the theorem, with the degree-shifts of F2 calculated
appropriately.
We verify that by construction, ∂1 ◦ ∂2(efi) = 0, so
F0
∂1←−−− F1
∂2←−−− F2
as defined form a complex:
∂1◦∂2(efi) =


∂1(x
ai−1ybi · ex) = x
ai−1ybi · ∂1(ex)
= xaiybi · e1 = 0 if ai ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ r,
∂1(y
br−1 · ey) = y
br−1 · ∂1(ey)
= ybr · e1 = 0 if ar ≥ 0 and i = r,
∂1(−y · ex + x · ey) = −y · ∂1(ex) + x · ∂1(ey)
= (−yx+ xy) · e1 = 0 if i = r + 1.
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3 Third Syzygy Modules in Main Case
For an r-generated monomial ideal M in x, y, we have so far that the reso-
lution of k over S = k[x, y]/M has second syzygy module
F2 =
(⊕
1≤i≤r
S(−ai − bi)
)
⊕ S(−2) ∼= Sr+1
with basis {ef1, ef2 , ..., efr , efr+1}, and a second syzygy map:
∂2(efi) =


xai−1ybi · ex if ai ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ r,
ybr−1 · ey if ar = 0 and i = r,
−y · ex + x · ey if i = r + 1.
Before constructing the third syzygy module, we begin with a useful lemma
describing resolutions of ideal Mx over S.
Lemma 3.1 (Syzygy Module of Mx over S). Let M = (x
a1yb1, ..., xarybr) ⊂
k[x, y] = R where 0 ≤ b1 < · · · < br and a1 > · · · > ar ≥ 0, and let
S = R/M . Let Mx = 0 : (x) be the module over S from Definition 2.1.
Let {efi} be the minimal generating set for Mx as a module over S, and set
Mx
∂0−→ S where ∂0(efi) = x
ai−1ybi ∈ S. Then the first syzygy module of Mx,
Syz1(Mx)
∼= ker(∂0), is minimally generated by
{egi}
r
i=1 ∪
{
eg′i
}r−1
i=1
if ar > 0,
{egi}
r−1
i=1 ∪
{
eg′i
}r−1
i=1
if ar = 0,
where
{∂1(egi) = x · efi}
r
i=1 ∪
{
∂1(eg′i) = y
bi+1−bi · efi
}r−1
i=1
for ar > 0
{∂1(egi) = x · efi}
r−1
i=1 ∪
{
∂1(eg′i) = y
bi+1−bi · efi
}r−1
i=1
for ar = 0.
Proof. Note that Mx is minimally generated by the following monomials:
Mx =
{
(xa1−1yb1, . . . , xar−1ybr) if ar > 0,
(xa1−1yb1, . . . , xar−1−1ybr−1) if ar = 0.
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As Mx is a monomial ideal over a monomial quotient ring, all sygyzies must
take one of two forms:
mi · x
ai−1ybi −mj · x
aj−1ybj = 0 for mi, mj 6= 0 ∈ S (Type I)
mi · x
ai−1ybi = 0 for mi 6= 0 ∈ S (Type II).
As x ·xai−1ybi = 0 in S for all generators xai−1ybi ∈Mx, we add the elements{
egi :
1≤i≤r if ar > 0
1≤i≤r−1 if ar = 0
}
to a basis for Syz1(Mx) with syzygy map ∂1(egi) =
x · efi. All syzygies of Type II with x|mi will be in the S-span of the image
of ∂1.
Consider any remaining syzygies of Type II not in this span, i.e. syzy-
gies with ydi · xai−1ybi = 0 where xai−1ybi+(di−1) 6= 0 ∈ S. Note that then
xai−1ybi+di ∈ M , and must in particular be divisible by xai−1ybi+1. So we must
have ydi = ybi+1−bi, giving us new minimal syzygies of the forms ybi+1−bi · efi .
x
y
bi+1−bi
xaiybi
xai+1ybi+1
xai−1ybi
Figure 3: Syzygies of Type I on Mx over S
Considering syzygies of Type I, we note that deg(mi), deg(mj) ≥ 1. If
x|mi or x|mj , then we may rewrite one or both terms as sums of syzygies of
Type II. The remaining term (if either mi or mj was a pure power of y) must
be a syzygy in the S-span of ybi+1−bi · efi . Hence all syzygies of Mx must be
in the S-span of the forms described in the statement of the Lemma.
We now construct our third syzygy module F3 over S.
Proposition 3.2 (Third Syzygy Module of k over S). LetM = (xa1yb1, ..., xarybr)
be a monomial ideal given by its minimal set of generators, ordered so that
a1 > a2 > · · · > ar ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ b1 < b2 < · · · < br. Let either r > 2 or r = 2
and M 6= (xn, ym). The third syzygy module of k over S = k[x, y]/M is of
dimension 3r − 1 with basis{
ecxi
}r
i=1
∪
{
ecyi
}r
i=1
∪
{
edi
}r−1
i=1
.
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Case 1: If all generators ofM are divisible by x (i.e. ar ≥ 1), then the third
syzygy map ∂3 is given by
∂3(ecxi ) = x · efi for 1 ≤ i ≤ r
∂3(ecyi ) = y · efi + x
ai−1ybi · efr+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r
∂3(edi) = x
ai−1ybi+1−1 · efr+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1.
Case 2: If the final generator of M is mr = y
br , then the third syzygy map
∂3 is given by
∂3(ecxi ) =
{
x · efi for 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1
x · efr − y
br−1 · efr+1 for i = r,
∂3(ecyi ) =
{
y · efi + x
ai−1ybi · efr+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1
y · efr for i = r,
∂3(edi) = x
ai−1ybi+1−1 · efr+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1.
We wish to construct a generating set for all syzygies
g1 · ef1 + g2 · ef2 + · · ·+ grefr + gr+1efr+1,
for g1, ..., gr, gr+1 ∈ S, where any given syzygy must satisfy the equations
Case 1 :
(
r∑
i=1
gix
ai−1ybi
)
− gr+1y = 0 (1)
gr+1x = 0 (2)
Case 2 :
(
r−1∑
i=1
gix
ai−1ybi
)
− gr+1y = 0 (3)
gry
br−1 + gr+1x = 0. (4)
Proof of Case 1. In Case 1, Equation 2 forces gr+1 = 0 or gr+1 ∈Mx.
If gr+1 = 0, it suffices to find a basis for syzygies
g1 · ef1 + g2 · ef2 + · · ·+ grefr ,
where
r∑
i=1
gix
ai−1ybi = 0.
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By Lemma 3.1, we know that a basis for syzygies of this form is given by
{x · efi}
r
i=1 ∪
{
ybi+1−bi · efi
}r−1
i=1
.
We will rewrite the syzygies ybi+1−bi · efi as sums of other basis elements later
in the proof.
If gr+1 6= 0, then gr+1 ∈ Mx. As these syzygies are the kernel of a map
with monomial entries over a monomial quotient S = R/M , we must have
minimal syzygies of the form
gix
ai−1ybi − gr+1y = 0
for some gi ∈ S and gr+1 ∈Mx.
If gi = 0, this forces gr+1 ∈ Mx ∩My, as then x · gr+1 = y · gr+1 = 0. So
gr+1 = x
ai−1ybi+1−1. We have one such syzygy for each gr+1 ∈Mx ∩My.
Elements of Mx
Elements of My
Elements of Mx ∩My
Generators of M
Figure 4: Diagram of Mx,My for M = (xy
12, x2y11, x5y10, x6y8, x10y6, x13y)
Assuming gi 6= 0 and gr+1 ∈Mx for some syzygy, we may without loss of
generality consider only syzygies where x ∤ gi (as syzygies where x|gi are in
the S-span of syzyzgies with x · efi and x
ai−1ybi+1−1 · efr+1.) Considering first
syzygies with gi = y, we have
y · xai−1ybi − gr+1 · y = x
ai−1ybi+1 − gr+1 · y = 0,
giving us that gr+1 = x
ai−1ybi−1.
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Our minimal syzygies must be of the form
∂2(gi · efi + x
ai−1ybi+1−1 · efr+1) = gi · x
ai−1ybi − xai−1ybi+1 = 0.
So gi = y and gr+1 = x
ai−1ybi.
Finally, we remove all elements ybi+1−bi · efi from our generating set for
syzygies g1ef1 + · · · + grefr + gr+1efr+1, by noting that each of these are in
the S-span of elements y · efi + x
ai−1ybi · efr+1 and x
ai−1ybi+1−1 · efr+1:
ybi+1−bi · efi = y
bi+1−bi−1
(
y · efi + x
ai−1ybi · efr+1 − x
ai−1ybi · efr+1
)
= ybi+1−bi−1
(
y · efi + x
ai−1ybi · efr+1
)
− ybi+1−bi−1
(
xai−1ybi · efr+1
)
= ybi+1−bi−1
(
y · efi + x
ai−1ybi · efr+1
)
− xai−1ybi+1−1 · efr+1
Our third syzygy module is then generated by ecxi , ec
y
i
, and edi , with the
described ∂3.
Proof of Case 2. In Case 2, consider separately the cases where gr = 0 and
gr 6= 0. If gr = 0, then we have the equations(
r−1∑
i=1
gix
ai−1ybi
)
− gr+1y = 0 (5)
gr+1x = 0. (6)
Using Lemma 3.1 and recreating the proof on Case 1, we have that a gen-
erating set for all syzygies mapping to Sr+1 under ∂3 with gr = 0 are of the
forms:
∂3(ecxi ) = x · efi for 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1
∂3(ecy
i
) = y · efi + x
ai−1ybi · efr+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1
∂3(edi) = x
ai−1ybi+1−1 · efr+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1.
If gr 6= 0, then as we are resolving a monomial ring over a monomial quotient
our syzygies must satisfy either
(i) gr+1 = 0, gix
ai−1ybi = 0, and gry
br−1 = 0, or
(ii) gr+1 6= 0, gr+1y = 0, and gry
br−1 − gr+1x = 0.
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If condition (i) holds, we have the syzygy gi = 0 and gr = y generates all
such new syzygies (all syzygies with gi 6= 0 may be rewritten as sums of y · er
and x · efi for 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1.) In the second case we have gr+1 ∈ My, and
for gr 6= 0, we have new minimal syzygy x · efr − y
br−1 · efr+1. The proof
that adding these two syzygies to our generating set gives us a complete
S-spanning set for syzygies is similar to that given in Case 1 and omitted
here.
As in Case 1, our third syzygy module has been shown to be generated
by ecxi , ec
y
i
, and edi , with the described ∂3.
A careful examination of the degrees of the map ∂4 produces the appro-
priate twists for F3 in a graded resolution:
F3 =
(⊕
1≤i≤r
S(−ai − bi − 1)
2
)
⊕
( ⊕
1≤i≤r−1
S(−ai − bi+1)
)
∼= S3r−1
4 Fourth Syzygy Modules in Main Case
Finally, we construct our fourth syzygy module F4 and fourth syzygy map
∂4 in a minimal free resolution of k over S.
Proposition 4.1 (Fourth Syzygy Module of k over S). LetM = (xa1yb1, ..., xarybr)
be a monomial ideal given by its minimal set of generators, ordered so that
a1 > a2 > · · · > ar ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ b1 < b2 < · · · < br. Let either r > 2 or
r = 2 and M 6= (xn, ym). The fourth syzygy module F4 ∼= F
r
2 ⊕ F
r−1
1 and
∂4 = ∂
r
2 ⊕ ∂
r−1
1 . We may choose as a generating set{
ehxj , eh
y
j
}r−1
j=1
∪
{{
ekij
}r+1
i=1
}r
j=1
.
Case 1: If all generators of M are divisible by x (i.e. ar ≥ 1), then the
fourth syzygy map ∂4 is given by
∂4(ehxj ) = x · edj for 1 ≤ j ≤ r − 1
∂4(ehyj ) = y · edj for 1 ≤ j ≤ r − 1
∂4(ekij ) =
{
xai−1ybi · ecxj for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r
−y · ecxj + x · ec
y
j
if i = r + 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ r.
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Case 2: If the final generator of M is mr = y
br , then the fourth syzygy map
∂4 is given by
∂4(ehxj ) = x · edj for 1 ≤ j ≤ r − 1
∂4(ehyj ) = y · edj for 1 ≤ j ≤ r − 1
∂4(ekij) =


xai−1ybi · ecxj for 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ r
ybr−1 · ecyj for i = r and 1 ≤ j ≤ r
−y · ecxj + x · ecyj if i = r + 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ r.
Proof of Case 1. From Proposition 3.2, our third syzygy module F3 had gen-
erators {
ecxi
}r
i=1
∪
{
ecyi
}r
i=1
∪
{
edi
}r−1
i=1
,
where the ∂3 was given by
∂3(ecxi ) = x · efi for 1 ≤ i ≤ r
∂3(ecyi ) = y · efi + x
ai−1ybi · efr+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r
∂3(edi) = x
ai−1ybi+1−1 · efr+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1.
Beginning with syzygies on the edj terms, we note that x · x
aj−1ybj+1−1 =
y ·xaj−1ybj+1−1 = 0 ∈ S, so we have minimal generators {x ·edj , y ·edj}
r−1
j=1. We
now find a generating set for remaining syzygies only involving the ecxj , ec
y
j
.
Given a syzygy gx1 · ecx1 + g
y
1 · ecy1 + · · · + g
y
r · ecxr + g
y
r · ecyr for g
x
i , g
y
i ∈ S, we
must have
gx1 (x · ef1) + g
y
1(y · ef1 + x
a1−1yb1 · efr+1) + · · ·
+ gxr (x · ef1) + g
y
r (y · efr + x
ar−1ybr · efr+1) = 0,
So we have the relations
gx1x+ g
y
1y = 0,
gx2x+ g
y
2y = 0,
...
gxrx+ g
y
ry = 0, and
r∑
i=1
gyi x
ai−1ybi = 0.
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Note that all syzygies of the field over a monomial quotient are generated by
either m · e∗ for some generator e∗ ∈ F3 or by pairs m1 · e∗,1 +m2 · e∗,2 for
e∗,1, e∗,2 generators of F3. As g
x
j x+ g
y
j y = 0 must hold for all j, it will suffice
to consider syzygies on pairs ecxj and ecxj .
Fix a j ∈ {1, ..., r} and consider syzygies on {ecxj , ec
y
j
}. The equalities
gxj x + g
y
j y = 0 and g
y
jx
aj−1ybj = 0 hold. From the second equality, we must
have gyj = 0, g
y
j = x, or g
y
j = y
bj+1−bj for a degree minimal relation. As
gxxx + y
bj+1−bj+1 6= 0 for any gxj (by y
d 6∈ M for any d ∈ N in Case 1,) we
must have either gyj = 0 or g
y
j = x.
If gyj = 0, then g
x
j = 0 ∈ S, or g
x
j ∈ Mx. This gives syzygies of the form
gxj = x
ai−1ybi and gxj = 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r. If g
y
j = x, then g
x
j x+xy = 0. The
syzygy with gxj = −y and g
y
j = x is a minimal generator for all such syzygies.
So ∂4 is of the form given in the statement of the theorem. Note that for
each 1 ≤ j ≤ r − 1, we have
F4|{ekx
j
,e
h
y
j
}
∼= F1
∂4|{ehx
j
,e
h
y
j
}
∼= ∂1,
and for each 1 ≤ j ≤ r we have
F4|{ekij }
r+1
i=1
∼= F2
∂4|{ekij }
r+1
i=1
∼= ∂2.
So we have F4 = F
r−1
1 ⊕ F
r
2 and ∂4 = ∂
r−1
1 ⊕ ∂
r
2 , completing our proof.
Proof of Case 2. In Case 2, the map ∂3 is given by
∂3(ecxi ) =
{
x · efi for 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1
x · efr − y
br−1 · efr+1 for i = r,
∂3(ecyi ) =
{
y · efi + x
ai−1ybi · efr+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1
y · efr for i = r,
∂3(edi) = x
ai−1ybi+1−1 · efr+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1.
The proof in Case 2 is identical to that in Case 1 for ∂4(ehxj ) and ∂4(eh
y
j
).
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When constructing ∂4(ekij ) in Case 2, for any syzygies we have the equalities
gx1x+ g
y
1y = 0,
gx2x+ g
y
2y = 0,
...
gxrx+ g
y
ry = 0, and(
r−1∑
i=1
gyi x
ai−1ybi
)
+ gxr y
br−1 = 0.
After fixing a j ∈ {1, ..., r} and considering syzygies on pairs {ecxj , ec
y
j
}, we
have minimal syzygies of the forms{
xai−1ybi · ecxj
}r−1
i=1
⋃{
ybr−1 · ecyj
}⋃{
−y · ecxj + x · ecyj
}
,
via arguments similar to those in Case 1. As in Case 1, we now have that ∂4
is of the form given in the statement of the theorem, with F4 ∼= F
r−1
1 ⊕ F
r
2
and ∂4 = ∂
r−1
1 ⊕ ∂
r
2 .
5 Proof of Main Theorem and Corollary 5.2
We now return to the main proof of our theorem.
Theorem 5.1 (Resolutions of k over Quotient Rings S). Let M be a mono-
mial ideal with minimal generating set {m1, m2, ..., mr}, where mi = x
aiybi
with a1 > a2 > · · · > ar ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ b1 < b2 < · · · < br with r > 2, or r = 2
and M not generated by pure powers of x and y. A free resolution F of k
over S is given by
F : S
∂1←−− F1
∂2←−− F2
∂3←−− F3
∂4←−− F4 ←− · · ·
where F1 ∼= S
2, F2 ∼= S
r+1, and F3 ∼= S
3r−1.
For i ≥ 3, the (i + 1)st stage of the resolution for i ≥ 3 is constructed
recursively in the following way:
Let Fi = F
ui
1 ⊕ F
vi
2 ⊕ F
wi
3 and ∂i = ∂
ui
1 ⊕ ∂
vi
2 ⊕ ∂
wi
3 (with fixed ui, vi, wi
constructed via this method at a previous stage). Then the (i+1)st-stage of
the minimal resolution is given by
Fi ∼= F
ui
1 ⊕ F
vi
2 ⊕ F
wi
3
∂i+1
←−− F
(r−1)wi
1 ⊕ F
ui+rwi
2 ⊕ F
vi
3
∼= Fi+1
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with ∂i+1 = ∂
vi
3 ⊕ ∂
wi+rui
2 ⊕ ∂
(r−1)ui
1 . Explicit formulas for the maps ∂1, ∂2,
and ∂3 are given in Propositions 2.2, 3.2, and 4.1
Proof. From Propositions 2.2, 3.2, and 4.1, we have that the first four stages
of the resolution of k over S may be written as
F : k←− S ←− F1 ←− F2 ←− F3 ←−
F r2
⊕
F r−11
.
We prove inductively that we may decompose the Fi syzygy module in our
resolution to a direct sum of the form F ui1 ⊕ F
vi
2 ⊕ F
wi
3 .
For F4, we have by Proposition 4.1 that F4 = F
r−1
1 ⊕ F
r
2 ⊕ F
0
3 . Let
Fi = F
ui
1 ⊕F
vi
2 ⊕F
wi
3 be the i
th-syzygy module of k over S for i ≥ 4. Then a
resolution of each component of the direct sum is given by the modules and
maps
F ui1
(∂2)ui
←−−−−− F ui2
F vi2
(∂3)vi
←−−−−− F vi3
Fwi3
(∂1)(r−1)wi⊕(∂2)rwi
←−−−−−−−−−−−−− F
(r−1)wi
1 ⊕ F
rwi
2 ,
so the (i+ 1)st syzygy module is Fi+1 = F
(r−1)wi
1 ⊕ F
ui+rwi
2 ⊕ F
vi
3 .
Theorem 5.2 (Poincare´-Betti Series of k over S). LetM = (xa1yb1, · · · , xarybr),
with a1 > a2 > · · · > ar ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ b1 < b2 < · · · < br with r > 2, or r = 2
and M not generated by pure powers of x and y. The total Betti numbers
of the resolution of k over S = R/M are given by
βSi (k) =


1 if i = 0,
2 if i = 1,
βSi−1(k) + (r − 1)β
S
i−2(k) if i ≥ 2.
The Poincare´-Betti series then is
PS(z) =
1 + z
1− z + (1− r)z2
.
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Proof. From Propositions 2.2 and 3.2, we have that
βS2 (k) = r + 1 = 2 + (r − 1) and
βS3 (k) = 3r − 1 = (r + 1) + 2 · (r − 1).
To calculate βSi (k) for i ≥ 4, we note that F4 = F
r
2 ⊕ F
r−1
1 . So the i
th stage
of the resolution for i ≥ 4 may be rewritten as Fi = F
r
i−2⊕F
r−1
i−3 , giving us a
third-order linear recursion formula,
βSi (k) = rβ
S
i−2(k) + (r − 1)β
S
i−3(k),
or equivalently, the second-order linear recursion,
βSi (k) = β
S
i−1(k) + (r − 1)β
S
i−2(k).
Our Poincare´-Betti series then is
PS(z) =
(1 + z)2
1− rz2 + (1− r)z3
=
1 + z
1− z + (1− r)z2
.
6 Conclusions and Future Work
Between Theorem 5.1 and Appendix A, we have a complete classification of
all resolutions of k over monomial quotient rings S = k[x, y]/M . Note that
interestingly, the recursion formula appearing in the actual construction of
syzygy modules Fi is
Fi = (Fi−2)
r ⊕ (Fi−3)
r−1 if i ≥ 4.
This third-order linear recursion formula matches the Poincare´-Betti series
denominator calculated in [Ber06],
PS(z) =
(1 + z)2
1− rz2 + (1− r)z3
=
(1 + z)2
bS(z)
,
where bS(z) has been interpreted combinatorially in terms of dimensions of
the homologies of intervals in the lcm-lattice of M .
Whether all resolutions of k over S = k[x1, ..., xn]/M for monomial ideals
M generated in degree 2 or higher, not all pure powers, can be decomposed
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via a similar recursive formula for Fi is unknown. All monomial ideals M
in k[x, y, z] and k[x, y, z, w] that the author has examined so far, however,
have had decompositions of their syzygy modules Fi matching the formula
bS(z) for the denominator of the Poincare´-Betti series produced in [Ber06]
and [BBH07].
Open Question 6.1 (Resolutions of k over Monomial Quotient Rings).
Let M = (m1, ..., mn) ⊂ R = k[x1, ..., xk] with deg(mi) ≥ 2 for all i and
not all mi pure powers of the variables. Let bS(z) be the Poincare´-Betti
denominator of k over S = produced in [Ber06] and [BBH07], setting bS(z) =
1− c2z
2 − · · · − cdz
d. Does there exist an n ≥ d+ 1 and a decomposition of
Fi such that Fi = (Fi−2)
c2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ (Fi−d)
cd for all i ≥ n?
Thanks to Brandon Stone and Courtney Gibbons for noting that the
examples M = (xα, yβ, zγ) for α, β, γ ≥ 1 are degenerate cases similar to
those in Appendix A. In particular, this conjecture excludes complete in-
tersections M = (xα1i1 , x
α2
i2
, ..., xαrir ) ⊆ k[x1, ..., xk] = R and S = R/M , as
the Poincare´-Betti series of k over S in these cases are not of the form
bS(z) = 1− c2z
2 − · · · − cdz
d.
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A Appendix: Resolutions in Degenerate Cases
The five degenerate cases in resolutions of k over S = k[x, y]/M are de-
scribed here, along with the the syzygies modules and the attaching maps of
resolutions of k over S = k[x, y]/M in each case. Proofs are omitted.
Type I: M = (x) (or M = (y)),
F : k←− S
(x)
←−−−− S(−1)←− 0.
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Type II: M = (xayb) where a+ b ≥ 2,
F : k←− S
(x y)
←−−−− S2

−y x
a−1yb
x 0


←−−−−−−−−−−− S2

x
a−1yb 0
y x


←−−−−−−−−− S2

−x 0
y xa−1yb


←−−−−−−−−−−− S2

x
a−1yb 0
y x


←−−−−−−−−− S2 ←− · · · ,
with ∂i = ∂i−2 for all i ≥ 5. (If a = 0, interchange x and y.)
Type III: M = (x, y),
F : k←− S ←− 0.
Type IV: M = (xa, y) (or M = (x, yb)) where a, b ≥ 2,
F : k←− S
(x)
←−−−− S
(xa−1)
←−−−−−− S
(x)
←−−−− S ←− · · · ,
with ∂i = ∂i−2 for all i ≥ 3
Type V: M = (xa, yb) where a, b ≥ 2.
F : k←− S
(x y)
←−−−−− S2
∂2←−−−− S3
∂3←−−−− S4
∂4←−−−− S5 ←− · · · ,
where we give a formula for ∂i for i ≥ 2 via polynomials f
(i)
j , g
(i)
j defined
inductively:
Case (i = 2): Let
{
e
(1)
1 , e
(1)
2
}
be a generating set for F1 ∼= S
2 and
{
e
(2)
1 , e
(2)
2 , e
(2)
3
}
be a generating set for F2 ∼= S
3. Set syzygy map ∂2 to be:
∂2(e
(2)
1 ) = x
a−1 · e
(1)
1
∂2(e
(2)
2 ) = y
b−1 · e
(1)
2
∂2(e
(2)
3 ) = −y · e
(1)
1 + x · e
(1)
2 .
Set f
(2)
1 = x
a−1, f
(2)
2 = y
b−1, g
(2)
3 = −y, and f
(2)
3 = x.
Case (i > 2): Let {e
(k)
j }
k+1
j=1 be a generating set for the k
th syzygy module
Fk ∼= S
k+1 for k < i, where we have chosen polynomials
{
f
(k)
j
}k+1
j=1
and
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{
g
(k)
j
}k+1
j=3
so that our syzygy maps ∂k are:
∂k(e
(k)
j ) =


f
(k)
j · e
(k−1)
j if j = 1, 2
g
(k)
j · e
(k−1)
j−2 + f
(k)
j · e
(k−1)
j if 3 ≤ j ≤ k
g
(k)
k+1 · e
(k−1)
k−1 + f
(k)
k+1 · e
(k−1)
k if j = k + 1.
Then the syzygy module Fi ∼= S
i+1 has basis
{
e
(i)
j
}i+1
j=1
, with syzygy map ∂i
given by:
∂i(e
(i)
j ) =


f
(i)
j · e
(i−1)
j if j = 1, 2
g
(i)
j · e
(i−1)
j−2 + f
(i)
j · e
(i−1)
j if 3 ≤ j ≤ i
g
(i)
i+1 · e
(i−1)
i−1 + f
(i)
i+1 · e
(i−1)
i if j = i+ 1,
where the f
(i)
j , g
(i)
j are defined inductively by:
f
(i)
1 =
xa
f
(i−1)
1
,
f
(i)
2 =
yb
f
(i−1)
2
,
g
(i)
j = g
(i−1)
j , f
(i)
j = −f
(i−1)
j−2 for 3 ≤ j ≤ i
g
(i)
i+1 = f
(i−1)
i , f
(i)
i+1 = −f
(i−1)
i−1 .
Example A.1. Let M = (x3, y7) be an ideal in R = k[x, y]. Then the first
two stages of the resolution of k over S = R/M are given by:
F : k←− S
(x y)
←−−−−− S2
∂2←−−−− S3
∂3←−−−− · · · ,
with ∂2 =
(
x2 0 −y
0 y7 x
)
, giving us f
(2)
1 = x
2, f
(2)
2 = y
6, g
(2)
3 = −y and
f
(2)
3 = x. From our inductive formula above, we calculate f
(3)
j and g
(3)
j :
f
(3)
1 =
x3
f
(2)
1
=
x3
x2
= x,
f
(3)
2 =
y6
f
(2)
2
=
y6
x5
= y,
g
(3)
3 = g
(2)
3 = −y, f
(3)
3 = −f
(2)
1 = −x
2
g
(3)
4 = f
(2)
3 = x, f
(3)
4 = −f
(2)
2 = −y
6.
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Putting this into our formula for ∂3, we have that the third stage of the
resolution should be spanned by generators
{
e
(3)
1 , e
(3)
2 , e
(3)
3 , e
(3)
4
}
, where
∂3(e
(3)
1 ) = x · e
(2)
1
∂3(e
(3)
2 ) = y · e
(2)
2
∂3(e
(3)
3 ) = −y · e
(2)
1 − x
2 · e
(3)
3
∂3(e
(3)
4 ) = x · e
(2)
2 − y
6 · e
(3)
3 ,
or
∂3 =

x 0 −y 00 y 0 x
0 0 −x2 −y6

 .
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